WHY I'M VOTING FOR HILLARY
The main reason I'll be voting for Hillary is because she's a woman. It's time Americans put a woman in the White House, and Hillary is that woman. They say she didn't do anything for New York as a senator and she personally destroyed Libya when she was Secretary of State, but that doesn't matter. She's a woman and that's all that matters. She has a vagina and she knows lots of other vaginas, according to her husband. Bill told his girlfriend that Hillary had eaten more vagina than he had, only he used the P word for vagina. We don't use the P word because Donald Trump used it. Hillary wisely built her whole campaign around Trump using the P word because you just can't say that word. It shows a lack of morality if you do. You can eat P if you're Clinton, but you can't say P if you're Trump. I think Hillary was a genius to fix it so the press only talked about the P word when Trump wanted to talk about issues. But anyway, Hillary ate more vagina than Bill did (and that must have been a lot), so that makes her an expert on vagina. She has one and she's known lots of others. People that oppose her are just sexist. She is a woman with experience, a woman with dignity, a woman with class.

And she's also a good wife. She's so dedicated to her husband that she intimidates his rape victims. I hope it will be her domestic policy to intimidate rape victims as President, because she'll import millions of Muslims that rape infidels. And we can't have a bunch of American women and children whining about being raped. That wouldn't be inclusive, and Hillary is all about inclusiveness. So what if your kids are raped? Tell them to shut up about it. Rape counselling, Clinton-style. If it's good enough for Bill's victims, it's good enough for the rest of us.

Another thing I like about Hillary is that she's not racist. She's so far beyond racism that she's gone back to talking about black people as nagors...neggr...nggirs. Damn. What's that word? It's been a while since people around here have used it, but I read that the Clintons use it all the time. Lots of people have said they've heard Hill and Bill talking about nggirs. Yeah, I think that's the word. And I think it's admirable that Hillary has worked past any racism in her mind and can now call people nggirs in her new, good sense of the word. So I guess blacks can look forward to having the word nggir brought back into the national dialog now, by a president that will brag about getting the "nggir vote" on election day.

And since Hillary's so progressive on race, I guess she'll want to get to know her stepson now. Danney Williams. He's Bill Clinton's son through another woman, a prostitut from Arkansas. She was black, or a nggir as Hillary would say, but her stepson's color doesn't matter to her. She's inclusive. Danney has been trying for years to get close to his dad, but I guess Hillary didn't know about that until this campaign. But now that she knows she can fix things, maybe invite Danney and his kids to a big family dinner at the White House. I'm sure we'll be seeing that on TV real soon.

As for her own daughter, Chelsea, Hillary's building a nest egg for her. Hillary said that her family left the White House last time dead broke
(they could barely pay the mortgages on all of their homes), so I'm sure she doesn't want Chelsea to face that kind of hardship. That's why she made her a member of the Clinton Foundation. And the foundation's very good at managing money. The Clintons say they do charity work, but the IRS found that only 5.7% of the foundation's collections go to charity. Way to go, Hillary! You take care of that girl Chelsea!

What else? Oh, Hillary's health. Donald Trump has tried to make a big deal out of her health during the campaign, but she's fine. Sure she takes a blood thinner that's also a rat poison, but big deal. Trump doesn't even take aspirin, so he wouldn't understand that blood thinner makes her blood run faster. That means she can reach for the nucular button faster than him. We should be glad that Hillary takes rat poison to thin her blood. It makes her quicker on the draw and keeps her fit in other ways too. Like we saw on September 11 when she did that summersalt into her van. The Secret Service interfered with her on that, but that wasn't her fault. They messed up her approach especially, dragging her feet over the sidewalk, and they totally blew her landing. Hillary is in great shape and I look forward to watching her age gracefully on the tee vee as president.

What else? Hillary is for free trade and open borders. That came out of the Wall Street speeches she hid for so long. I don't know why she hid them. Big deal. The TPP deal that she supports means Americans will lose insurance from employers, but so what? We have Obamacare now. And so what if we lose child labor law protections. Kids have too much free time anyway. Put them to work. And who needs borders? Nations are old-school. We need to get rid of that old crap about the Bill of Rights and constitutional protections. Just trust in government. Chill with Hill.

I guess the last reason I want to vote for Hillary is the Russia thing. She wants to go to war with them and it's about time someone did. I mean, who do they think they are? They have military bases in 10 countries besides their own, and we have bases in 130. How dare they aggress against us like that? Hillary needs to fake them into a war and get them to launch their nukes. We might take some hits, but so what? The important thing is that the Clinton Foundation will then be able to sell Russia more uranium. They sold them 20% of America's uranium in the Uranium One deal, and if we can just get them to waste their bombs now, then the foundation can sell them even more uranium. How cool is that? Chelsea can make a lot of mortgage payments with that money.

The one thing I disagree with Hillary on is how she said that half of Trump's supporters are irredeemable. After I looked up the word I realized that all of Trump's supporters are irredeemable. By the way, the word means "not able to be saved, improved, or corrected." And that describes everyone that supports Trump. Fortunately Hillary has already said that she supports camps for adults. Video of that is around here somewhere. She said that adults should be sent to "fun camps." I agree. Send all of these ignorant Trump supporting parents to camps
but not their kids because kids are redeemable. But not their parents. The Soviet Union tried re-education programs for adults, and they went bankrupt. Let's don't make the same mistake. Hitler had a quicker solution and it sounds like Hillary does too. These Trump people have been a real pain in the ass so let's deal with them.

Anyway, anyone with half a brane can only vote for Hillary, so you go, girl! And you do whatever it takes to win. Crash the internet, steal electoral votes, start riots, just win this thing!